CATHOLIC FAITH AND CULTURE

Parents associated for 4-6 Years 32 responses

Kindergarten : 2  Year 1: 6  Year 2 : 8  Stage 2 : 19  Middle School :10

Catholic Faith and Culture

1. How do you rate your child’s spiritual growth?

Not Important  4  Important  28

Please comment:

To love all serve all

Very important and sometimes seems a battle in busy life to give it the attention it deserves

Very important

Seeing a development and appreciation of the teachings of God

She has developed into a caring child which reflects her faith

Important to reinforce Christian values

I feel the values within religion help our children to be understanding and caring to each other = COMMUNITY

2. The quality of the Religious Education Program at MSPP?

Satisfied : 30  Not satisfied : 0

Comments:

She seems happy and the school has been very respectful of her decision not to be baptised

I would like the ‘ know, worship ,love’ book to come home more often

Excellent it helps to reinforce the values we have at home

Not important to our family
3. How regularly do you share ‘To know, worship and Love’ with your child?

Not at all 19   Regularly 1   When sent home as homework 6

Comments:

Have not seen this this year

Rarely

Not since infants

Unaware it was used

Didn’t know about it

3. Identify the values/virtues that are important to you and that you see reinforced at MSPP? Below is a list of regularly mentioned:

Discipline

Compassion

Honesty

Respect

Proactive in the community

Taking responsibility for your own actions

Confidence

Sharing

Principles of Pure Potentiality / Principles of Giving/Principles of Karma/Principles of Least Effort/Principles of Intention and Desire/Principles of Detachment/Principles of Dharma
5. Comment on Pastoral care provided at MSPP

We are not catholic but we are Christian. All my life I have been surrounded by Catholics and I like the Catholic religion and its principles.

No idea haven’t heard about it

Fr. David seems to have a presence and good rapport with the children

Do not have a good understanding of the care at the school

Mrs Zambelli was very helpful with the recent loss in our family

The Pastoral care statement on website doesn’t fulfil all concerns of each student even though it is what its stating it does. Girl bullying is out of hand and is not acknowledged.

It’s wonderful that every staff member is aware of each child and always shows a caring attitude

4. How satisfied are you with the Parish Sacramental Program?

Not Satisfied
Satisfied 62

Comments:

Very I think Fr. David reaches his school audience effectively

Very satisfied